Ramp’n’Roll
Testing Movement
Grade P - 2
Test out the movement of everyday objects using ramps! Raise up
your own ramp and see how different objects and materials move
as they slide and roll.
Background Information
Ramps help people and objects move up or down. There are different kinds of
ramps, and you can see some pictures of examples below. Can you think of any
other kinds of ramps and how they are used? Where do you see ramps in the
world around you? How are they helpful?

People use ramps for
slides.

Penguins use icy hills as
ramps to slide down.

People use ramps to
skateboard on.

Ramps can be made of lots of things like piles of dirt with one side smoothed
down, leaning a book against a wall, or pouring concrete into a shape of a hill.
Ramps can be tall or small, and long or short. The surfaces of ramps can be
smooth or rough, and slippery or sticky. The shape of a ramp and what the
surface of a ramp is made of will cause objects to move down them differently.
Objects on a ramp may go fast, they may go slow, or they may not move at all.

Ramp’n’Roll
Background Information Cont.
Objects can move down a ramp by rolling or sliding. One way to tell if an object is
rolling is to look for wheels! If an object has wheels that are turning, it is rolling.
When you ride a bike and the wheels are turning it is rolling on the road. Can you
think of another example of something that rolls?

Bikes roll on their wheels.

Some objects slide! When you use a sled to go down a snowy hill you are sliding
down the hill. Can you think of another example of when something is sliding?

Sleds slide on the snow.

Let’s explore how objects move by making a test! First, let’s come up with a
testable question: “How do different objects move down a ramp?” Let’s answer
this question by seeing how different objects that you gather move down your
own ramp!

Ramp’n’Roll
Materials
Surface of your ramp
•

cardboard (from a cereal box), binder, large book, or piece of wood

Base of your ramp
•

stack of books, blocks, or Duplo/Lego

Different objects to send down your ramp
•

toys, recycled materials, water bottles, food cans, blocks, pencils etc.

Ramp’n’Roll
Instructions
1. Ask! How do different objects move down a ramp?
2. Gather objects and make your ramp!

Adam has built his ramp using books for
the base and piece of wood for the surface.

3. Guess! Predict how your objects will or will not move down the ramp. Will
they slide, roll, or not move at all? Will they go fast or slow?

?

OR

?

4. What can you control? How will only changing one thing at a time (the object
you’re trying out) help you collect good observations? Make sure you’re trying
out each of your objects in the same way each time.

Adam is trying out his ramp with a toy truck and
some fruit. Each time he tries a new object he
places it at the top of the ramp.

Ramp’n’Roll
Instructions Cont.
5. Go! Try your objects! Collect your evidence by making a drawing to show how
each object moves or sorting your objects into two piles: rollers and sliders. How
did your guesses and the movements of your objects match up?
6. Why and how? Tie it all together! Why do some objects roll and some slide?
Did you see anything that surprised you?
7. Try it again! Make some changes to your ramp and watch how your objects
move now! What happens if you make your ramp taller or smaller? Longer or
shorter? What about changing the surface of your ramp to make it smoother or
bumpier using hand towels, sandpaper, or corrugated cardboard?

Adam has made his ramp taller by adding
blocks to the base of his ramp.

Ramp’n’Roll
Things to Consider
•

Make sure your ramp is sturdy and stable before seeing how different objects
will move down it

Questions for Reflection & Activity Extensions
•

Try using objects of different weights and sizes on your ramp! What do you
think will happen if you use a heavier object? What about a lighter object?
What happens if you make your objects heavier by adding weight?

•

Go for a walk outside and look for objects that roll or slide. How many things
can you find that roll? How many things can you find that slide? What do
sliders have in common? What do rollers have in common?

•

Try to find objects that will not roll or slide down your ramp. Why do you
think they won’t roll or slide?

•

Use a stopwatch, timer, measuring tape, number of footsteps, or number of
hand lengths to see how fast or far your objects go.

